The hostel life of students is a very important part of life where students live away from their parents, experience a new independence, make new independence, make new friends, expand their horizon of activities, and learn to take their own decisions. Throughout life students remember the time they spent in hostels. Qurat ul-Ain Haider girl’s hostel located in the campus is equipped to accommodate 250 students with facilities like home away from home. The hostel is well furnished, having four seated as well as eight seated accommodation facilities, with essential infrastructural facilities. In addition to mess, dining hall, purified drinking water facility and reading room, the hostel has a common room which provides a place to enjoy indoor games, watch television, and listen to music and read newspapers and magazines. The hostel has a residential warden with hostel office within the complex. The hostel has student’s management committee comprising of Warden and elected proctor wing captains, discipline and mess secretary. The committee is empowered to take some decisions for the betterment of hostel life with wide consideration of the warden.
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